Marytree band profile

For over two decades, the Charleston-based grunge band Marytree has been doing things its own way. Although it was formed in 1996, it wasn’t until 2011 when Marytree began to take off. The band consists of guitarist James George, bassist Brandon Hicks, and drummer David Duville. Marytree tries to stay hands-on with its music, as well as its fan accessibility and experience. Over the past few years, the band has kept up with the recording of new music, producing music videos and going on tour. This includes releasing videos such as “Marytree in the Studio” and “A Moment with Marytree” to help further its presence.

Marytree’s music videos have been a great way to dramatically embellish its songs with a visual aesthetic. “We love working with Decoy Proctor when it comes to producing videos,” Marytree said in a collective email. “It also helps at the past to form something new within the present.

“We’ve also created videos out of off-stage dancing and various videos and putting them together,” Marytree said. “The first one like that was Don’t Ask Me How, and most recently the video for Buck and Gooz was put together by slicing up nearly a dozen public domain archive films from the 1940’s & 50’s about preparing for anatomic invasion.

With a wide range of influences that range from Jimi Hendrix, Dave Gahan and Methylons, Marytree tries to stay true to the core building blocks of music.

“We prefer our music loud, and unique, with a nice balance of power and pretty,” Marytree said. In an age where pop culture and rap have begun to dominate the charts more than ever, Marytree is aware of its unique and distinctive sound. “We write and perform the kind of music that we ourselves enjoy, and with the pooling of our likes and influences, we really dig the outcome,” Marytree said. “We’re not concerned with drafting songs or selecting anything like that, but we don’t want to sit and spin in circles, either.”

Another source of influence and inspiration has been the bands Marytree has opened for over the years, such as Theory of a Deadman and More than Life. “I will always want to listen. My platform, no matter where they kind of like each other’s ideas, they’ll begin to vote from seeing the ideas of the outside people.

Living in Charleston has inspired Marytree in so many ways. “Charleston is more about the atmosphere. It’s just something that we have a bit of heavy for the majority of our fans,” Marytree said. “This has helped us to write more melodic and melodic music, in turn adding to our originality. Marytree is also excited about other things, we are highly motivated to take Marytree on the road!”

Marytree is building on the release of its studio album “Chipper” in January. The joy-bleed of two years of work, “Chipper” has been a great way for the band to grow musically and geographically.

Experience:  - Third-year mechanical engineering student  - Former Mentor in Off-Apartments  - Main initiatives:  - Student Government  - More parking enforcement to encourage people to buy passes  - Increasing accessibility and inclusivity of Student Government

About: “I believe that the people in student government have been living in a bubble where they kind of like each other’s ideas, they’ll begin to vote from seeing the ideas of the outside people.

Marytree began to take off. The band consists of guitarist James George, bassist Brandon Hicks, and drummer David Duville. Marytree has kept busy writing and recording new music, producing music videos and going on tour. This includes releasing videos such as “Marytree in the Studio” and “A Moment with Marytree” to help further its presence.

Marytree’s music videos have been a great way to dramatically embellish its songs with a visual aesthetic. “We love working with Decoy Proctor when it comes to producing videos,” Marytree said in a collective email. “It also helps at the past to form something new within the present.

“We’ve also created videos out of off-stage dancing and various videos and putting them together,” Marytree said. “The first one like that was Don’t Ask Me How, and most recently the video for Buck and Gooz was put together by slicing up nearly a dozen public domain archive films from the 1940’s & 50’s about preparing for anatomic invasion.

With a wide range of influences that range from Jimi Hendrix, Dave Gahan and Methylons, Marytree tries to stay true to the core building blocks of music.

“We prefer our music loud, and unique, with a nice balance of power and pretty,” Marytree said. In an age where pop culture and rap have begun to dominate the charts more than ever, Marytree is aware of its unique and distinctive sound. “We write and perform the kind of music that we ourselves enjoy, and with the pooling of our likes and influences, we really dig the outcome,” Marytree said. “We’re not concerned with drafting songs or selecting anything like that, but we don’t want to sit and spin in circles, either.”

Another source of influence and inspiration has been the bands Marytree has opened for over the years, such as Theory of a Deadman and More than Life. “I will always want to listen. My platform, no matter where they kind of like each other’s ideas, they’ll begin to vote from seeing the ideas of the outside people.

Living in Charleston has inspired Marytree in so many ways. “Charleston is more about the atmosphere. It’s just something that we have a bit of heavy for the majority of our fans,” Marytree said. “This has helped us to write more melodic and melodic music, in turn adding to our originality. Marytree is also excited about other things, we are highly motivated to take Marytree on the road!”

Marytree is building on the release of its studio album “Chipper” in January. The joy-bleed of two years of work, “Chipper” has been a great way for the band to grow musically and geographically.

Experience:  - Third-year public health student  - Current VP of Student Government  - Former president of Students Veterans Association  - Main initiatives:  - Student Government  - More parking enforcement to encourage people to buy passes  - Increasing accessibility and inclusivity of Student Government

About: “I believe that the people in student government have been living in a bubble where they kind of like each other’s ideas, they’ll begin to vote from seeing the ideas of the outside people.

Marytree began to take off. The band consists of guitarist James George, bassist Brandon Hicks, and drummer David Duville. Marytree has kept busy writing and recording new music, producing music videos and going on tour. This includes releasing videos such as “Marytree in the Studio” and “A Moment with Marytree” to help further its presence.

Marytree’s music videos have been a great way to dramatically embellish its songs with a visual aesthetic. “We love working with Decoy Proctor when it comes to producing videos,” Marytree said in a collective email. “It also helps at the past to form something new within the present.

“We’ve also created videos out of off-stage dancing and various videos and putting them together,” Marytree said. “The first one like that was Don’t Ask Me How, and most recently the video for Buck and Gooz was put together by slicing up nearly a dozen public domain archive films from the 1940’s & 50’s about preparing for anatomic invasion.

With a wide range of influences that range from Jimi Hendrix, Dave Gahan and Methylons, Marytree tries to stay true to the core building blocks of music.

“We prefer our music loud, and unique, with a nice balance of power and pretty,” Marytree said. In an age where pop culture and rap have begun to dominate the charts more than ever, Marytree is aware of its unique and distinctive sound. “We write and perform the kind of music that we ourselves enjoy, and with the pooling of our likes and influences, we really dig the outcome,” Marytree said. “We’re not concerned with drafting songs or selecting anything like that, but we don’t want to sit and spin in circles, either.”

Another source of influence and inspiration has been the bands Marytree has opened for over the years, such as Theory of a Deadman and More than Life. “I will always want to listen. My platform, no matter where they kind of like each other’s ideas, they’ll begin to vote from seeing the ideas of the outside people.

Living in Charleston has inspired Marytree in so many ways. “Charleston is more about the atmosphere. It’s just something that we have a bit of heavy for the majority of our fans,” Marytree said. “This has helped us to write more melodic and melodic music, in turn adding to our originality. Marytree is also excited about other things, we are highly motivated to take Marytree on the road!”

Marytree is building on the release of its studio album “Chipper” in January. The joy-bleed of two years of work, “Chipper” has been a great way for the band to grow musically and geographically.

Experience:  - Third-year economic student  - Currrent Secretary of Alumni Relations  - Main initiatives:  - Student Government  - More parking enforcement to encourage people to buy passes

About: “I believe that the people in student government have been living in a bubble where they kind of like each other’s ideas, they’ll begin to vote from seeing the ideas of the outside people.

Marytree began to take off. The band consists of guitarist James George, bassist Brandon Hicks, and drummer David Duville. Marytree has kept busy writing and recording new music, producing music videos and going on tour. This includes releasing videos such as “Marytree in the Studio” and “A Moment with Marytree” to help further its presence.

Marytree’s music videos have been a great way to dramatically embellish its songs with a visual aesthetic. “We love working with Decoy Proctor when it comes to producing videos,” Marytree said in a collective email. “It also helps at the past to form something new within the present.

“We’ve also created videos out of off-stage dancing and various videos and putting them together,” Marytree said. “The first one like that was Don’t Ask Me How, and most recently the video for Buck and Gooz was put together by slicing up nearly a dozen public domain archive films from the 1940’s & 50’s about preparing for anatomic invasion.

With a wide range of influences that range from Jimi Hendrix, Dave Gahan and Methylons, Marytree tries to stay true to the core building blocks of music.

“We prefer our music loud, and unique, with a nice balance of power and pretty,” Marytree said. In an age where pop culture and rap have begun to dominate the charts more than ever, Marytree is aware of its unique and distinctive sound. “We write and perform the kind of music that we ourselves enjoy, and with the pooling of our likes and influences, we really dig the outcome,” Marytree said. “We’re not concerned with drafting songs or selecting anything like that, but we don’t want to sit and spin in circles, either.”

Another source of influence and inspiration has been the bands Marytree has opened for over the years, such as Theory of a Deadman and More than Life. “I will always want to listen. My platform, no matter where they kind of like each other’s ideas, they’ll begin to vote from seeing the ideas of the outside people.

Living in Charleston has inspired Marytree in so many ways. “Charleston is more about the atmosphere. It’s just something that we have a bit of heavy for the majority of our fans,” Marytree said. “This has helped us to write more melodic and melodic music, in turn adding to our originality. Marytree is also excited about other things, we are highly motivated to take Marytree on the road!”

Marytree is building on the release of its studio album “Chipper” in January. The joy-bleed of two years of work, “Chipper” has been a great way for the band to grow musically and geographically.
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LIKE MONEY?

SALES PEOPLE

YOU NEED CAREER EXPERIENCE?

WE ARE LOOKING FOR YOUNG, MOTIVATED STUDENTS STRIVING FOR A CAREER IN MEDIA OR SALES TO DO REAL WORK FOR REAL CLIENTS

NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED – WE’LL TEACH YOU WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW.

CONTACT SARAH SCARBROOK AT 803.777.5064 OR SARAH@MAILBOX.SC.EDU
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A high mark in the band’s repertoire.

“Antifoniq Recordings (Dwayne Greenhill) produces our music, and it was recorded at Encore Music & Studios. It’s always nice and lax, and really it’s just like some friends get together (our families sometimes join us in the studio), cut up and have fun, and we just happen to be in there recording music,” Marytree said.

When the actual recordings are made, even seasoned professionals can still be surprised at the process.

“I think what surprised me most about this album is just how dynamic it turned out being,” Marytree said. “The album can’t really be pigeon-holed into a particular style or speed — sure, some parts are raw and ‘grungy’, and some parts fast and heavy, but then some parts are more mellow and melodic. We definitely like how much this album breathes.” A national tour is planned for “Chippier’s” release. Marytree shows no signs of slowing down anytime soon.

“You know, we don’t really have many definitions of genre, but our sights and goals ARE certainly lofty,” Marytree said. It has multiple tours home and abroad planned, video filings, singles and material for its next album “Splinter” already lined up. It will be coming to Columbia to perform at St. Patrick’s in Five Points in March. And one thing especially excites them about playing in Columbia: “Oh, man, that CROWD, hands down!”

VIOLATIONS/PAGE/!

This allows for a minimization of past precedent for filing violations in attempts to disqualify other candidates. Vallabhappuram said. “The Election Commission’s efforts to communicate strict policies and guidelines as well as encourage candidates to discourse potential violations with each other.

“This is a high mark in the band’s repertoire.

“A ntifoniq Recordings (Dwayne Greenhill) produces our music, and it was recorded at Encore Music & Studios. It’s always nice and lax, and really it’s just like some friends get together (our families sometimes join us in the studio), cut up and have fun, and we just happen to be in there recording music,” Marytree said.

When the actual recordings are made, even seasoned professionals can still be surprised at the process.

“I think what surprised me most about this album is just how dynamic it turned out being,” Marytree said. “The album can’t really be pigeon-holed into a particular style or speed — sure, some parts are raw and ‘grungy’, and some parts fast and heavy, but then some parts are more mellow and melodic. We definitely like how much this album breathes.” A national tour is planned for “Chippier’s” release. Marytree shows no signs of slowing down anytime soon.

“You know, we don’t really have many definitions of genre, but our sights and goals ARE certainly lofty,” Marytree said. It has multiple tours home and abroad planned, video filings, singles and material for its next album “Splinter” already lined up. It will be coming to Columbia to perform at St. Patrick’s in Five Points in March. And one thing especially excites them about playing in Columbia: “Oh, man, that CROWD, hands down!”

Animatography Recordings (Dwayne Greenhill) produces our music, and it was recorded at Encore Music & Studios. It’s always nice and lax, and really it’s just like some friends get together (our families sometimes join us in the studio), cut up and have fun, and we just happen to be in there recording music,” Marytree said.

When the actual recordings are made, even seasoned professionals can still be surprised at the process.

“I think what surprised me most about this album is just how dynamic it turned out being,” Marytree said. “The album can’t really be pigeon-holed into a particular style or speed — sure, some parts are raw and ‘grungy’, and some parts fast and heavy, but then some parts are more mellow and melodic. We definitely like how much this album breathes.” A national tour is planned for “Chippier’s” release. Marytree shows no signs of slowing down anytime soon.

“You know, we don’t really have many definitions of genre, but our sights and goals ARE certainly lofty,” Marytree said. It has multiple tours home and abroad planned, video filings, singles and material for its next album “Splinter” already lined up. It will be coming to Columbia to perform at St. Patrick’s in Five Points in March. And one thing especially excites them about playing in Columbia: “Oh, man, that CROWD, hands down!”

Attention Students:

Looking for a Summer Job? Applications Now Available for:

Residential & Day Counselors

Do you see yourself working with middle and high school students? Or planning a career that involves mentoring youth? Come share your love of USC with others!

Pre-University Programs in the Office of Continuing Education and Conferences at USC is now accepting applications for Residential and Day Summer Counselors. These positions will serve as university ambassadors and mentor to middle and high school students participating in academic summer programs, including the Carolina Master Scholars Adventure Series, Summer Program Research Interns from the Governor’s School for Science and Mathematics, SAT/ACT Summer Institutes, and others. Great resume builder and an opportunity to gain experience working with youth!

Positions start May 29 and through July 21

Application deadline: Thursday, February 16! Salary: Residential: $40.00 per week or Day: $31.00 per week *Includes Meals when working & Housing for Residential Staff

Application Deadline: Thursday, February 16 Apply Now online: discover.sc.edu pups@mailbox.sc.edu or call: 803-777-9444

The United States of America stands behind Japan, its great ally, 100 percent.”

— President Donald Trump after North Korea tested a ballistic missile

“We’re not going out to Walmart to check papers — we know who we are going out to seek.”

— Immigration and Customs Enforcement official said on 600 people arrested across US in one week.
Greek Week Competition

The USC fraternity or sorority that takes the most apartment tours at The Mills and Palmetto Compress between 2/13-2/24 will win $1,500!

A tour at either location is worth 1 point.

Schedule your Tours Today!

The Mills
Winner of Best Off-Campus USC Housing the Last 5 Years!
1-, 2-, 3- & 4-BR Apartments
20 acres of beautiful open space
USC Comet Route Shuttle, short walk, or bike ride to campus & stadiums
Large pool with WiFi-enabled deck
Resident lounges featuring billiards, shuffleboard, ping pong, PS4 & Xbox
State-of-the-art fitness centers

803.667.3705
leasing@millsliving.com
OLYMPIA MILL — 600 Heyward Street
GRANBY MILL — 510 Heyward Street
612 WHALEY — 612 Whaley Street

Palmetto Compress
1-, 2-, & 3-BR Apartments
Exposed brick/wood beam ceilings
Sun & fun at the pool deck
Resident TV lounge with games
State-of-the-art fitness center
Patio & private balconies available

803.667.3705
leasing@palmettocompress.com
612 Devine Street

Apartmentsinsc.com

PMC Property Group
Park, officers found a coyote with its leg caught in a trap. They determined this week. While patrolling university-controlled woods behind Gamecock artery, it was euthanized.

It was revealed they were illegal. The coyote was freed, but because of a severed the traps had been set by a wildlife biologist; however, further inspection also had a box cutter on him that was confiscated by police.

He was cited for trespassing and notified him he is no longer allowed on USC property. He also had a cut on him that was conducted by police.

Coyote, Feb. 1 4:50 a.m. “Coyote ugly” was not the case for one wild animal on USC property. A city or county law enforcement.

Police found a man snoozing on a couch in Russell House Saturday night. Russell House Snoozer, Feb. 4 10:20 p.m.

Students steered clear of the Green Quad stairwell after an intoxicated Green Quad Throwing Up, Feb. 5 2:02 a.m.

Police found a man sleeping on a couch in Russell House Sunday morning. A homeless man was reported sleeping in the Russell House. And a week later the thief has yet to be caught, because the larceny of the sign valued at $110 that hung on the brick wall across from Capstone residents were in for a surprise when they went to relieve their men’s bathroom stall. He left before police arrived, but they identified him themselves Sunday morning. A homeless man was reported sleeping in the University Police Department.

Selesky tweeted, “Reward at least $11.” Stolen Sign, Feb. 5 10:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

**Crime on Campus - Feb. 04-Feb. 10, 2017**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offense</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Time/Date of Incidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Larceny</td>
<td>Gamecock Park</td>
<td>Feb. 5 10:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theft</td>
<td>Russell House</td>
<td>Feb. 4 10:20 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possession</td>
<td>Bull St.</td>
<td>Feb. 5 2:02 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trespassing</td>
<td>Russell House</td>
<td>Feb. 4 10:20 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vandalism</td>
<td>Gamecock Park</td>
<td>Feb. 5 10:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harassment</td>
<td>Russell House</td>
<td>Feb. 4 10:20 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal</td>
<td>Russell House</td>
<td>Feb. 4 10:20 p.m.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TravelCenters of America (TA-Petro) is the largest full-service travel center company in the United States, serving professional drivers and motorists alike.**

**Our new Petro will open in March, but we are currently accepting applications for all positions.**

**Apply NOW at**

- http://myPetrojob.com
- or at www.qslcareers.com

- Cashiers • Bowling Attendants
- Game Center Hosts
- Bartenders • Bussers
- Dishwashers
- Porters • Bookkeepers
- Managers & Asst. Managers
- Diesel Mechanics
- Truck Service Advisors
- Auto Technicians... and MORE.

**A brand new PETRO is coming to Columbia!**

**TravelCenters of America (TA-Petro) is the largest full-service travel center company in the United States, serving professional drivers and motorists alike.**

**Our new Petro will open in March, but we are currently accepting applications for all positions.**

**Apply NOW at**

- http://myPetrojob.com
- or at www.qslcareers.com

- Cashiers • Bowling Attendants
- Game Center Hosts
- Bartenders • Bussers
- Dishwashers
- Porters • Bookkeepers
- Managers & Asst. Managers
- Diesel Mechanics
- Truck Service Advisors
- Auto Technicians... and MORE.

**A brand new PETRO is coming to Columbia!**
Emo music fans gathered at New Brookland Tavern for the latest Emo Night. The event theme was “Existentialism on Prom Night,” and guests wore formal black apparel to celebrate.

What film should win Best Picture?

Damian Chazelle’s “La La Land” explores a classic storyline that is successfully remapped into a technically fluid and emotionally unquelled film. It serves as a beautifully written love letter to the “Golden Age” of Hollywood cinema.

The “starving artist” trope is one commonly referenced in popular culture. Characters that would sacrifice everything to pursue their artistic passions are present in numerous classics including “An American in Paris,” “Some Like It Hot” and “Moulin Rouge!” This archetype can easily become stale and overused; however, Ryan Gosling and Emma Stone effortlessly give new life with their performances in “La La Land.” They use their natural chemistry and wit to their advantage, and many serious scenes were heightened with quips and one-liners. This humor, combined with the nontraditional conclusion of the film, made it memorable and original.

Some criticized Stone and Gosling’s vocal capabilities. Throughout the movie they remained well within their respective ranges. This resulted in authentic performances that were much more relatable and original.

“La La Land” grew up in the ghettos of Miami. As the film progresses, we see Chiron’s metamorphosis from a bullied boy into a hardened criminal. It is through Barry Jenkins’ heartbreaking script, however, that we see the true hierarchy of societal judgement. Chiron begins to realize the nature of his being that will trouble and confuse him the most: he’s gay.

In a lot of current society, homosexuality is openly accepted, but Jenkins recognizes the unnatural anxiety that his protagonist must overcome as a black man in America. Jenkins beautifully portrays this internal struggle as Chiron evolves into the mold he believes society has set for him. The actor who portrays Chiron, from childhood on, represent him with a nuanced emotion that exposes the haunting truth behind his eyes and creates a true depiction of what it truly means to struggle with one’s identity. In many ways, a documentary and commentary on individuality in America, “Moonlight” is one of the best honest and revealing character portrayals in recent memory.

“Moonlight” is, above all else, a character study. In three parts, we see the transformation of Chiron as he grows up in the streets of Miami. As the film progresses, we see Chiron’s metamorphosis from a bullied boy into a hardened criminal. It is through Barry Jenkins’ heartbreaking script, however, that we see the true magnitude of Chiron’s misfortune. Born into a rigid society that has narrow-minded expectations for its members.

Some compared Stone and Gosling’s vocal capabilities. Throughout the movie they remained well within their respective ranges. This resulted in authentic performances that were much more relatable and original.

Review: Superhero stereotypes challenged

On Feb. 10

Director: Chris McKay
Duration: 1 hour 44 minutes

Before reading this review, I want you to think about the character of Batman. What comes to mind? Maybe character traits, story arcs, villains or themes? Out of everything that came to your mind, the world’s greatest detective since his creation in 1939 — cooperation. The main message of “The Lego Batman Movie” is the importance of working together. When the Joker, voiced by Zach Galifianakis, unleashes the Lego Universe’s ultimate villains, Batman needs to learn to rely on others in order to save Gotham.

Aside from the Lego pieces (pun intended), their plot description doesn’t sound like any Batman story I’ve ever heard of. This story of teamwork wouldn’t work in any medium except for the Lego Universe. Batman has so much history that if this story was made on its own, it would definitely come off as “not Batman.” The fact that Batman is made of Legos gave the creators a chance to poke fun at Batman’s dark, brooding character. On top of that, no one takes Batman seriously in this movie. Throughout Batman’s history...
Fellow Carolinians,

Although it’s difficult to believe, it is once again time to elect the next wave of campus leaders during this week’s Student Government election.

As I always like to say, “time flies when you’re having fun.”

I urge you to become engaged in the process this week by not only voting, but encouraging those around you to do the same. I remind you that some of the most significant advancements and improvements to our Carolinian experience have come to fruition by the means of Student Government throughout the years: 24-hour access to Thomas Cooper Library, large-scale events like Cockstock, It’s On Us, Carolina Cash off campus, and innovative student services like Walk Home Cocky and Gamecock Pantry. I always like to think of SG as half governing entity — as over $188,000 were allocated to student organizations who requested support this year — and half incubator — as it’s our duty to identify, address and implement creative solutions to challenges on campus along with our university administration.

Your student government represents you on our university’s foremost tier of leadership — the board of trustees, where the big picture strategic planning for the university system as a whole occurs. We are your voice, and it is even more vitally important for members of Student Government to be in tune with the heartbeat of our campus.

Although at this very time last year, I was asking you to not only vote, but to vote for one candidate in particular (that being me). This year around, I’m asking you to take a few moments, review the platforms and core principles of the candidates and play a role in propelling a new student body president, vice president, treasurer and senators into office.

I hope that you will join me in voting in support of the referendum on this year’s ballot as well — which expands our Student Government to create a new executive position known as speaker of the senate to further empower our student body vice president to work in tandem with the president and other critical stakeholders to further improve the holistic Carolina experience.

The historic and impactful journey of being a student at South Carolina’s flagship university must go forward forever.

For Carolina,

Michael R. Parks
Student Body President
LORDO, GOODRUE, FRANCISCO most qualified candidates

The Angel shot should come to Five Points

Olivia Handy

biology student

The angel shot has become a popular drink for the feminist internet. If you Google Angel Shot is a drink that is served at bars in St. Petersburg, Florida. But he placed the bar or in a bathroom that someone might use when they go to the bar and order and angel shot, then call them on an angel shot, as the bartender will call the police.

Codes to get people out of the way are a new form allows for the debate of ideas without consideration. SG in its current, non-partisan political party than our Student Government. It is not affiliated with SG. He said that SG has on campus, talked to us anything about why an angel shot is problematic.

We strongly oppose this ticket is problematic. For the job, but a candidates are best

ISSUE

Student Government elections will determine new executives.

OUR STANCE

The candidates are best for the job, but a ticket is problematic.

While the last two years of Student Government elections have had central choices or issues, such as diversity and inclusion on campus or Gate-Gate, this year saw no significant differences between candidates’ platforms. Instead, the central dynamic has been the Momentum ticket.

The Momentum ticket is a coalition of candidates for treasurer, vice president and president who are running together, pooling resources and focusing on similar goals.

They have affiliated themselves with the majority of the student senate candidates as well, which makes it a formidable candidate for the student political party our Student Government has recently seen.

We propose this move toward tickets or parties. So in its current, non-partisan form allows for the debate of ideas without consideration. SG in its current, non-partisan political party than our Student Government. It is not affiliated with SG. He said that SG has on campus, talked to us anything about why an angel shot is problematic.

We strongly oppose this ticket is problematic. For the job, but a candidates are best
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We propose this move toward tickets or parties. So in its current, non-partisan form allows for the debate of ideas without consideration. SG in its current, non-partisan political party than our Student Government. It is not affiliated with SG. He said that SG has on campus, talked to us anything about why an angel shot is problematic.

We strongly oppose this ticket is problematic. For the job, but a candidates are best
EMPLOYMENT

GAIN VALUABLE MEDICAL EXPERIENCE

Well Establised, fast paced physician practice is interviewing for candidates graduating by May 2017 and looking for a gap while applying to attend medical school. Gain valuable clinical and actual experience. Ideal candidate will have a 3.6 and high energy. On the job training while being paid. This is a full time position. One year commitment is required. Email resume to guy@physicianservicessc.com.

TRAVEL

BAYHAVEN SPRING BREAK

Visit for $48. All upgrades included. Round trip flights from the states and all your accommodation on the island at your choice of beach resorts. Appoin Historic Travel. www.BayhavenTravel.com 800-473-5414

Amanda Ginger rover over the dune driver.

Please Don’t thank this driver.

PHD • JOYCE CHAM

HOROSCOPES

Let’s put aside labels in the name of love. Before anything else, we are all human. It’s time to embrace diversity.

Aries

The next two days are good for negotiations and compromise. Work with a partner to get further. Provide physical and emotional support. Rehash practical details.

Leo

Focus on your moves today and tomorrow. Sunning you try now don’t work. Don’t make excuses. Be patient with a resource, stretch and eat out.

Sagittarius

You have more friends than you realise. Get into a two-day party phase. Hold meetings and reunions. Learn and share tricks. Enjoy the company.

Taurus

Romance can be summoned with simple ingredients over the next two days. Invent possibilities and reframe commitments. Weave a seductive enchantment for someone struggling.

Capricorn

Fix on your goals today andtomorrow. Re-supply locally. Weigh pros and cons before committing to a purchase. Choose long-lasting quality. Measure thrice and cut once.

Cancer

Explore and uncover the next few days. Follow the money. Think for what’s wanted and needed, and provide that. Notice your talents.

Gemini

Aquarius

Solutions to today’s puzzle, go to dailymagazine.com or download our app!

Bamahans Spring Break Visit for $48. All upgrades included. Round trip flights from the states and all your accommodation on the island at your choice of beach resorts. Appoin Historic Travel. www.BayhavenTravel.com 800-473-5414

Amanda Ginger rover over the dune driver.

Please Don’t thank this driver.

For solutions to today’s puzzle, go to
dailymagazine.com or download our app!
Monday, February 13 - Thursday, February 16

Gamecock Athletics Schedule

Women’s Basketball vs. Connecticut 9 p.m. Storrs, CT

Swimming & Diving SEC Championships

Men’s Basketball vs. Arkansas Columbia, SC

Swimming & Diving SEC Championships Knoxville, TN

Women’s Basketball vs. Vanderbilt 7 p.m. Columbia, SC

Dozier’s year to truly impress NBA scouts has not quite arrived. And it is only in his best interest to be patient, and wait one more year to declare for the NBA draft.
over 30 football players in that 52 instances of sexual Baylor University alleging new lawsuit was filed against Texas, with the Baylor may have happened in Waco, what terrible act or acts they though everyone knows away with the crime, even prison sentences that do not commit or of penalties people are wrongfully hear of instances where unjust place. We so often

The South Carolina women’s basketball team is looking to prevent history from being made Monday night against Connecticut, who is trying its 100th consecutive victory.

Over recent years, the Gamecocks have enjoyed success never before experienced by the program. In the three seasons prior to 2017, coach Dawn Staley has led the Gamecocks to three regular-season conference championships and just the second-over appearance in the Final Four. Despite these major accomplishments, the Gamecocks have not been able to defeat the Huskies, who have dominated year after year under head coach Geno Auriemma.

You’ll have to go all the way back to Nov. 7, 2014 to find the last time the Connecticut Huskies lost. Now, 89 wins later, the Huskies look to extend their record streak and enter unprecedented territory even for them. The Gamecocks are hoping to average back-to-back losses to the Huskies. In 2015, the then-top-ranked Gamecocks traveled to Connecticut and dropped a 87-62 decision. They fell at home by a score of 66-54 in 2016.

Standing in the way of history is the dynamic duo of Aly Wilson and Alaina Coates. The two have anchored the Gamecocks’ post, one that is easily one of the best in the nation. The Huskies’ success has been based on a widespread contribution with four starters averaging in double figures on the season. Katie Smithson leads the team with 21.3 points per game on average. The matchup will take place at 9 p.m. Monday at Harry A. Gampel Pavilion, as No. 6 South Carolina hopes to spoil No. 1 Connecticut’s celebration party.

Column: Dozier a potential lottery pick in 2018

Abe Danaher
@ABEDANAHER

Guaranteed money is hard to pass up, and for a 20-year-old college kid, a promise of fame and fortune seems incredibly tempting when compared to his current student status. Yet for his own sake, PJ Dozier needs to ignore the incredibly tempting decision to enter himself into the 2017 NBA draft.

Many have begun to project Dozier’s status for the upcoming draft. Throughout the season, rumors have been circulating about where Dozier could land. After his hot stretch at the start of the season, whispers could be heard saying he was a late first-round prospect. Recently, though, those rumors have quieted slightly.

Chad Ford, the leading NBA Draft analyst for ESPN, currently has Dozier listed as a late second-round pick. He has Dozier ranked as the 75th best draft prospect, and the ninth best second-round pick. This ranking, though early in the grand scheme of draft projections, makes one point clear: Dozier is not an elite player.

He is not one of college basketball’s best point guards this season, nor is he consistently one of the best players at the collegiate level.

Yes, Dozier has shown flashes of being an elite player. During a nine-game stretch this season, in which his teammate Sindarius Thornwell was suspended for six of the games, Dozier recorded double-digit points in each game. During that nine-game stretch, Dozier had five straight games where he scored at least 20 points.

Many of these great performances by Dozier came in the absence of Thornwell. When the two were on the floor together, it was unimaginable. This season, rumors have been circulating about Dozier coming out for the 2017 NBA draft. Throughout the season, rumors have been circulating about him himself into the 2017 NBA draft.
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